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A summary 

Why? 

Why do people vandalise property? Some reasonsi that apply particularly to bikeshare 
schemes: 

• Acquisitive motivation (stealing bikes or components to sell on); 
• For play (also called ‘exploratory vandalism’ii – vandalising things is more fun than the 

other options on offer); 
• Malicious vandalism (often aimed at ‘symbolic middle-class property’iii. Some studies 

have found vandalism rates to be higher in neighbourhoods where low-income and 
more affluent people live near each other); 

• To assert your presence: young people feel marginal to society and commit 
‘expressive’ crimes, which ‘contain a significant emotional element such as anger, 
hostility or excitement’iv). 

Plan 

Planning for vandalism is realistic - some factors are outside our control. For example.: 

• A surge in vandalism in the late 80s, and a subsequent rapid decline, correlates with 
the removal of lead in petrolv. Childhood exposure to lead lowers IQ and increases 
impulsive/ violent behaviour; 

• Anti-social behaviour tends to peak in school holidaysvi; 
• Social media may facilitate vandalism (e.g. posting videos of antics) but may also limit 

it, providing other outlets for self-expressionvii. 
Design 

Situational crime prevention (SCP) seeks to design out opportunities to commit crimes: 

• Increase effort, e.g. make it harder to access the site to vandalise/ steal bikes; 
• Increase risks - make it more likely perpetrators will get caught, e.g. by installing CCTV 

or siting bikes in busy places where they are overlooked by properties; 
• Reduce rewards, e.g. make it hard to sell the bikes on, or make it impossible to use 

them if stolen 
• Reduce provocations - vandalism occurs more frequently in generally degraded 

environments, so if you have existing signs such as broken windows or graffiti, fix 
these quickly; 

• Remove excuses - make it harder for perpetrators to justify the crime to themselves, 
e.g. as a ‘victimless’ crime. Personal messages (‘This is part of my thesis project – 
please ring me if you want more information’) reduced interference with research 
equipment left outdoors in a 2014 studyviii. 

• Also, having a sense of belonging to a place and feeling an affinity with the people 
who live there reduces crimeix. A small project in the West Midlandsx smartened up 
an area of woodland and saw antisocial behaviour reduce dramatically. Their 
recommendations: 

o Involve the community in planning and managing the area; 
o Make spaces appeal to a range of people (dog walkers, young parents) to 

reduce the likelihood of them becoming the ‘patch’ of a particular group; 
o Think about strategies that don’t increase the ‘visual brutality’ of the place 

(e.g. thorny hedges rather than fences); 
o Plan for long-term management as neglected areas can quickly become ‘no-

go areas’. 
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